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1.Foreward

In this book, we front the theme of the improvement and enhancing of the Mediterranean urban
markets: the partnership has been discussing about it since the beginning of the project and now,
for approaching that in a structured way, it serve of a written practical tool -the guidelines- in
order to definitely share and disseminate its resultants.
But, the question mark in the title of the paragraph shows how the interrogative is open.
We cannot face such a delicate topic as the historical markets in urban contexts is, without, at
first, interrogating ourselves around what GUIDELINES really are.

Some general definitions could help us to intercept the most suitable meaning of the term, which
must take into account the general sense of the process of drawing up them, but also includes the
specificity of the matter.
Generally speaking, a guideline is a statement by which to determine a way of action; it aims to
streamline processes according to a set routine or sound practice. By definition, following a
guideline is never mandatory. Guidelines are not binding and are not enforced. About its form,
guidelines are a document with the aim of guiding decisions and criteria regarding diagnosis,
management, and treatment. Summing up acceptable scopes of the use of guidelines, we can
consider them as a sort of recommendations, written “for” and “on” the appropriate treatment of
a topic, aiming to improve the quality of it. Guidelines are often utilized in a certain phase of a
process for facilitating a change or the application of a new procedure and they can, additionally,
be used in the concerned education and training, in order to boost capacities and build up skills
and, consequently, activate new activities. Sometimes, they help service-users to make informed
decisions (translated into the guidelines’ format) and so, be used as a kind of communication tool
among partners, tender’s parties and so on.
In our activities, we count on a interpretation of the drawing up of them as “methodological
guidelines”, referring to a vision of the tool more inclusive, assuming theoretically that content
and method are, ultimately, the same.
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A set of guidelines is a type of tip, a trick, a note, a suggestion, or an answer to a frequently asked
question, but not strictly related to your condition. Deepening the meaning we give to this tool in
the MARAKANDA project, our guidelines would like to be more adherent to the situations fronted
by partners and be centred on a theme that everyone agreed as our cultural “midfield”, even if
they are not considerable as a formalisation of a stated consensus around the concerned matters.
During the rest of the study, we intend to implement an interactive process where it is possible to
identify by the cities in which the different recommended and transferable practices are notable
or lacking, consolidating what is acknowledgeable or not (see “Next steps”).
To enforce the cultural significance of the guidelines, we can face now the issue of their
implementation and the interrogative around the path followed to pursue it.
The first step which absolutely must be accomplished is defining the guidelines’ topic and
bordering the theme, in order to better determine what will be covered or not by this activity. We
could face, from now on, the debate around the title of the work, but not necessarily; sometimes,
the adventure of drafting is more clarifying that having in mind everything from the beginning, so
we can wait for the right title during the process. Another step is establishing guidelines’
development group and to register the stakeholders’ interests, aiming to involve them and “using”
them to test the drafts during the drawing up process. After the review of the draft and the
proofreading (involving partners and stakeholders), the final version is expected to be produced.
A big concern regarding guidelines, and, in general, around criteria and methods required to
address actions and behaviours, is the “theoretical” foundation they are grounded on.
In the context of the MARAKANDA project, we fiercely purpose a “literature-based approach” as
apt to the work, especially for the first phases of collecting validated information. At the same
time, the nature of the matter we have to cope with cannot be faced only through the analysis of
literature references: however, being a topic characterised by “social” dynamics, can be fronted
widely only with also the contribution of “practise-based evidence” considerations, due to the
observations of the current criticalities and of the feedbacks received from the governance
applications.
Entering literature’s disquisition, a discussion around sources is needed. Although the choice of
gathering inputs from multiple sources eliminates the problem of legitimating a unique vision, a
process of assessment of the literature references is expected to be done. A wide range of
literature should be systematically investigated to find proper sources for the guidelines.
Guidelines’ sources can be sorted along an axis denoting the interpretation required by their
application and, sometimes, other types of guidelines could act as sources in themselves, but, in
our case, we do not have an example of guidelines that properly fitted to the present goal and the
line we would like to follow in order to produce a deliverable targeted to the requirement of the
project Marakanda. But, in any case, we may count on a series of meaningful documents, which
now synthetically are exposed.
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The first numbered source is the collection of Best Practices which the Institute of Markets of
Barcelona made for the Marakanda project but also for the Medemporion 1 one, printed with the
title “Markets of the Mediterranean”. Selected practices there are tools to guide both strategic
policies and specific action plans aimed at municipal markets. In the framework of EU countries,
these practices can bring the cities closer to the European recent objective of “smart cities” and, in
other countries, they can guide their action lines. The peculiarities found in this study enable us to
define markets as a specific format of living trade. This study, conducted on municipal markets in a
significant number of Mediterranean cities, highlights a set of features and concepts that they all
share to a greater or lesser extent.
Other key-documents are referred to URBACT Project2, in particular “URBACT MARKETS Thematic
Guidelines: Town Centre Regeneration, Low Carbon Economy, Employment and
Entrepreneurship”. During the implementation phase of URBACT Markets, partner cities will work
with the Local Support Group (LSG), in order to establish the local action plan (LAP). The thematic
guidelines’ document is intended to serve as a guide for the Thematic Experts involved in the
development of the shared knowledge, sorted reflections into the above-cited three main groups.
Approaching our goal, significant is also the State of the Art, made by the experts of the URBACT
Project for exploring the EU background.
Interesting for some aspects is the documentation produced by FAO Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, especially the report entitled “Smallholder integration in
changing food markets” (2013, see Ref.) for the implications it has about the relationship between
economical, social and health aspects in the Developing and less or least-developed Countries. For
other contents, the publication made by the Retail Market Alliance in UK “Market 21” was taken
into account, too3.
Several are the other publications, that have not been explicitly cited here, were considered
differently for peculiar aspect of contribution they bring to the whole work.

1

The markets of the Mediterranean, http://www.medemporion.eu/
URBACT MARKETS - Thematic Guidelines, http://www.urbact.eu/project/
3
Smallholder integration in changing food markets,
http://www.fao.org/economic/est/issues/smallholders/en/
Markets 21 - A Policy & Research Review of UK Retail and Wholesale Markets in the 21st Century,
http://www.nabma.com/
2
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2.Introduction to Guidelines

Mediterranean has a rich history of city markets which have for many centuries acted as focal
points for both social and commercial activity. Their legacy of ancient streets and buildings as well
as their traditional function as meeting point for different cultures with mixture of goods,
traditions and knowledge is a fundamental part of the Mediterranean heritage.
Mediterranean historic city markets have been of great significance for the political, economical
and social rising and development of cities and their surroundings. Still today, they are places of
modernization, innovation and catalyst for the social and economic development as they
represent economic centers of trade and craft of a unique character together with an enormous
historic heritage and rich cultural life.
For the improvement and enhancement of the Mediterranean markets, we firstly have to
understand the definition of what is a “historical city market” and to define it, we can consider the
meaning of the three different factors that make up the words “historical”, “city” and “market”:
The word "HISTORICAL" is linked to everything comes from ancient origin (date of construction,
original site, …) and with great architectural value (building structure) but specially it refers to a
traditional reference for sellers and people or to an ancient neighborhood.
The term "CITY" is linked to urban location and with city dynamics of selling (selling basin); "city" is
everything which is beneath the hearth of the city and which has the same characteristics
(transport, architecture, events,…), related not only to a neighborhood but to the whole city. In a
wider sense, could be considered as “urban” also a site that is not contained within the city
boundaries but which is a reference point for the retail and social activities of the city itself.
The word "MARKET" is related to a place of appointment for the community with a precise
location (site) and times (dates) and with a group of vendors and stalls."Market" is an important
point for social life with a great and strategic economic value. It is organized not only for tourism,
events or shows, but above all because it is considered by citizens as one of the most important
part of the city-life’s facilities. The word “Market” excludes all the other forms (structures) of
commerce as shopping malls, commercial galleries, tourist fairs…
These terms are fundamental reference for the drawing up of the list of recommendations: they
were organized following the approach purposed by the Institute of the Markets of Barcelona
about the selection of the best practices, that in order to support a continuity of analysis and
methodology and for facilitating the work by partners. They chose to list the collected practices
according to a prioritization of five categories of interest: INFRASTRUCTURES AND URBAN
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PLANNING, SERVICES, MANAGEMENT, PROMOTION & COMMUNICATION, FARMERS MARKETS
AND ENHANCING OF LOCAL PRODUCTS.
The guidelines’ categories are centred on the challenges that markets have to face starting from
their current conditions: traditions, potentialities, constraints, lacks and strategies. In this activity,
we confirmed those previously chosen as the most relevant themes that are crucial for the
development of a market strategy in the 21st century.
A further aspect must be deepened in order to better define the concept of the work. The
guidelines are addressed to all the categories involved in the “market context” (operators,
suppliers, employees, future generations, students,…); nevertheless, for the internal composition
of the partnership and the “public” aim of the project, they are naturally more oriented to
administrations, agencies, institutions, local entities and so on, that are in charge of the
management of the markets. They are quite always “public”, but not strictly “state” or “municipal”
and not in contraposition against “private” participation or involvement. In this sense, the role
played by public actor could be more supported by this work but we hope that every operators
can be interested to.
The guidelines’ approach is structured in order to show you (as easier as possible) the way of a
realistic improvement, supported by a practicable method and giving you some hints around an
eventual monitoring of the results as a testing activity on yourselves. The drawing up was thought
as a process where the acquisition of knowledge can be always re-thought, reviewed during the
time with the “force” (the impact, the suggestion, the evidence,...) of the new experiences. For
this reason, guidelines are a sort of methodological effort strongly time-oriented; not because of
the relativism of the knowledge we reach, but thanks to the new contributions that incoming
events and innovative experimentations might take to the system of our understanding.
To support these principles, we purposed the “Save-Act-Look”.

The meaning we assign to the sentence “guidelines as a process” is also due to the three classes
we set up in the scheme below. We formulated a framework in which three actions “save”, “act”
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and “look” are referred to three periods of time and that, together, try to respond to the general
interrogative of the guidelines: “What could be useful to do today?”.
“Save” represents all is necessary to do for preserving your past and tradition (recent or very
ancient). Recognizing the value an experience had is the first step: afterwards, you can decide to
implement the answer to the current and future needs building up on a previous situation that is
not (only) a constraint but a potentiality or even a resource inherited from the past for your
development.
“Act” is the action for excellence: you have to intervene without being in late, keeping decisions
and without leaving opportunities. Here, are gathered all the suggestions that can be useful having
in mind to improve our present. Some options might be at your disposal in order to score the
same goal, but probably one is the more adequate for your condition and better respond to the
question.
“Look” is an innovative category, in a certain way, because it purposes, from now onwards, a
systematic and critical review of what you are ordinarily making for your markets’ improvement.
The guidelines in this column would like to address your activity in monitoring evolutions and
individuate which are the main aspects/features/actors/process/opportunities to be attentive to
from now and along the coming years.
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3. Guidelines “Corpus”
Infrastructures and Urban Planning

SAVE – HOW NICE IS YOUR MARKET!
The architectonic features of the market are interesting not only for the sector value it owns but also for
the attractiveness it has for non-experts people. Comfortable structure is a pleasure for all and this
characteristic can become a gravitation’s reason also for tourists. In any case, if you have a prestigious
building, set up the conditions in order to keep it restored and continue to maintain it, collecting funds by
other organisms and associations to be connected with and which pay attention to. Maintenance and
restoration are a kind of social duty that probably you cannot afford alone, but with a joint initiative and
some sponsors are faceable.

SAVE - DON’T FORGET HOW PEOPLE TRADITIONALLY REACH YOU!
If your context did not change, try to preserve and put in safe traditional paths (recovery of pedestrian
routes, providing public transport services). This action could come up relevant for the city renewal process
outside the market (ancient shops, commercial streets).

SAVE - INTEGRATE NEW CONSUMERS’ BEHAVIOURS WITH OLD-FUNCTIONING SYSTEMS!
Markets have a lot history behind them, which means also a high inertia difficult to change. Consumeroriented opening hours, variety of product offer, common marketing strategies, or added value services
addressed to the consumers are some of the examples to be evaluated and eventually included within a
complete re-thinking of the management or remodeling of the market. This is a very delicate aspect that it
is difficult to take care of, but certainly it makes the difference in the capacity of a transformation of being
respectful of a tradition in parallel with the having the awareness of the exigency of changing.

ACT – CONSIDER URBAN ACCESSIBILITY!
Urban accessibility is a complex thing... Local public transport system, cycling, pedestrian safety, vehicular
circulation, path’s design, road signals,...in other words...a world! Then, the most important choice that you
can do about the urban insertion of your market is not to give by granted any aspect regarding accessibility,
but asking the question: how is accessibility to the market organized? Is it really efficient? So, you can sort
all types of means of transportation and try to find a way for improving them, not only separately but in
connection one to another. Intermodality, the link among different means of transport, is a complex
challenge for urban movements: clearly, it does not depend on markets, but for our point of view, it seems
to be necessary for markets’ administrators to take part to transport system organization’s decisions and to
preserve for themselves the opportunity to interact with decision makers in order to express opinions and
criticalities. Bus stops, bicycle lanes, pedestrian access can be improved thanks to the involvement of the
market as a social actor, bearer of collective interests.

ACT – STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR YOUR MARKET!
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The new trend in urban planning is now strategy-oriented. What does it means? It means that experts in
planning world-wide are currently proposing strategic views as a “up-to-date” way to think plans, programs
and projects about cities and territories. Strategic planning, contrary to the “ordinary” regulatory approach
to planning, is substantially structured by a vision, at the long and/or short term, where the main decision
about the management of the territory are comprehended, without declining it into specifications of and
uses, but remaining at a policy level. This is not a lack of detail: a strategy must be transversal and able to
put together several aspects, drawing a perspective which gathers orientations and constraints to foresee
an harmonious development throughout the different sectors of intervention. It is important that market’s
world (or the commercial field in general) is included in the overall strategy of the city, because is from the
connection among others urban targets that the markets can take advantage for their own growth. In other
words, we can say that strategic planning is an effort of building up synergies among policies, objectives
and stakeholders where we wish that the markets may be represented. Cities have different traditions and
praxis about municipal plans, but, indifferently form that, the relevance of the insertion of commercial
challenges within the strategic framework municipality is going to implement is a crucial aspect to make
markets have a significant improvement.

ACT - MAKE YOUR MARKET A CATALYST OF CHANGE!
Markets usually provide an opportunity to deliver business-led solution to regeneration problems. Here we
are not only speaking about the involvement of the market in the urban renewal process, but we would like
to remember the specific contribution that they are able to bring, thanks to the knowledge of the quarter’s
economic dynamics. For example, to utilise modern retail research and management techniques and
models to ensure the offer have to suitthe demographic profile of the regeneration area, and promote the
opportunities for local business start-ups and employment. At the same time, we will seek to ensure that
wholesale markets – being a key element of the food supply chain – are modernised as part of wider
strategic regeneration schemes. Generally speaking, markets are an element of urban animation. They are
often considered as a building among buildings in the planning process while they should be considered
not as a building but as a hub of services and activity and as a neighborhood booster. Being there for ages,
market’s experience can be useful for intercepting the right innovative uses to be promoted in the renewed
quarter.

ACT - TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY OF REMODELLING FOR UPGRADING YOUR STATUS!
During the remodelling process, contemporarily, take care of the opportunity of change that you have, in
accordance with operators (for example improving the statutory relationships with the stallholders,
changing commercial opening times and distribution of responsibilities, designing the commercial mix,...).

ACT - MAKE YOUR MARKET “DIFFERENT”!
If you are engaged in a renewal process, make understandable the difference! In some examples we found,
markets were closed completely for a while, so, when launched, people would see it as a completely new
market, not just the old one restarting. The closure could be useful not only for the logistics arrangements
but also from the communication and marketing point of view, contributing to create a new image for the
market, able now to attract old customers and new ones. This action has a parallel in the “communication”
sector.

ACT – TAKE CARE OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN INDOOR AND OUTDOOR STALLS!
Currently we have some examples where markets (retail or wholesome) are associated with outdoor stalls
which are periodically (once or twice a week) settled down in the nearby. Usually, it happens because of
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historical value of the market site, that have been probably organized there for centuries. Otherwise, the
indoor market has expanded with the provision of some outdoor stalls as an enlargement of its activities.
No matter which is the case, the connection between the two “forms” of “doing market” is worthwhile:
each is attracting for the other and the two complete themselves, when they are complementary, but also
if they represent an amplification of the offer: customers are gravitated by the multiplicity of stalls selling
the same goods, too. This solidarity among different forms of retailing, especially when it is already
consolidated by the passing of the years -as a condition which permits to perform better the formula-,
confirms and shows the historical urban value of the market site and make it exploitable also for touristic
scopes. From the urban planning point of view, the design of the market building and their surroundings
become remarkable: counting on the opportunity of outdoor stalls’ presence should be considered or be
provided different scenarios in which the public open space’s configuration can change in the
neighbourhood, according to that choice.

LOOK – LIST INDICATORS ON MARKETS IN THE MONITORING OF YOUR STRATEGY!
After being inserted in the general overview of your city, because of the acknowledgement of the market as
an economic and social resource for your urban centre, try to keep high the attention on market also during
the strategy’s implementation phase. Being included in the strategy does not mean entering in it! An
overall vision needs, after its drawing up, a following task where contained objectives and target can be
tested: in this phase, it is crucial that indicators (if the monitoring process is managed by indicators, as quite
always is) are referred to markets’ conditions, too, in continuity with what has been affirmed within the
strategy. This is a guarantee for the markets’ management because monitoring means also attention by the
general public opinion, durable relationships among actors, representatives’ presence in policy debate, etc.
Indicators could regard profitability aspects, as well as social goals or infrastructures’ maintenance.
It is not the scope of these guidelines deepening the list of indicators, but we suggest to refer, for instance,
to the “Market-21” survey (see references) where a set of parameters is reported.

LOOK - MEASURE THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPACTS OF A MARKET ON ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD!
As known, monitoring is a part of the planning and programming process. In this case, here we would like
to recommend not to limit the list of indicators regarding markets’ functioning but focused also on the
economic impact it has on the quarter. Markets can be treated as a part of the urban trade and retail
policy, but with an integrated approach! Some experience can be found about this topic that is, however,
tough and complex due to the large amount of stakeholders affected by the market activity. Nevertheless,
to know about the impact of the markets on the local economy, at least as an estimate, is a key factor to
make them more influent on town decisions.

LOOK – PLAN A MARKET!
You can front the journey of planning a market from different perspectives and roles and also starting from
diverse conditions and constraints. We do not have the intention to be exhaustive in this regard because
the variability of the context’s factors is too high, but suggesting some ideas referring to what it happens
when an area of the city can be identified as a potential community market location. First of all, the
availability of a public space must be controlled; then a participation process can be started, using
questionnaires or public consultations or involvement of schools as a priority vehicles, in order to collect
information, opinions and suggestions for the “contents” of the market. Evidently, the results will be match
with the investors, developers, traders’ wills, including the indications contained in the business model and
the constraints foreseen by the urban planning binding tools. At this stage, it is possible to tailor a planning
proposal that is expected to be submitted to the proper authority. Many are the best practises as far a new
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market’s settlement is concerned: the suggestion here is addressed to take care of all the factors that can
come out from the context, interviewing the community in order to settle it according to its collective
nature.

LOOK - INTERCEPT BEST PRACTICES IN PLANNING ACTIVITIES!
Nowadays, plenty are the innovative tools concerning infrastructures and urban planning. For example, the
Sustainable Energy Action Plan makes municipalities aware of their own energy consumptions and Co2
emissions: your market could be included into the plan for implementing actions for the increase of
sustainability (waste, renewable energies, mobility,…)

LOOK – BE ATTENTIVE WITH THE TIMES OF THE REGENERATION PROJECT!
Generally speaking, markets can benefit from large-scale regeneration projects; it is a valuable thing to
build up synergies among public interests and this way of acting is also very interesting from the
profitability point of view. Sometimes markets take advantage from urban regeneration by seeking and
obtaining agreement from the developers in order to fund the re-provision of the market as a part of the
wider regeneration framework. We would like to highlight, actually, that there could be some
disadvantages promoting this approach: the first is that, in the current economic climate, many large-scale
regeneration projects have stalled due to funding problems. So, if they are linked to the time-schedule
according to the agreement, the markets cannot be redeveloped in isolation and so they, too, are delayed.
The second is that usually the asset ownership transfers from the local authority, who occupies at this stage
as a tenant with a lease. The procedure we are reasoning is not to be rejected a priori but to be evaluated
with caution for the further perspective it has regarding the future asset.

LOOK – TAKE CARE OF YOUR PROFITS TO BE RE-INVESTED!
In UK, the profits generated by successful markets are generally taken by the local authority and used to
support other service provision within the authority. For the English recent history, this ’cash cow’
approach has resulted in a significant lack of reinvestment in markets. These periods of carelessness are the
most dangerous for the maintenance and the daily management of the market, so the tip is to take care of
where and why your profits are migrating to other sectors of investments: public interests are many and
administrations try to set up an harmonious mix in the attribution of funds, but sometimes, forced to
intervene in a specific sector, they are more vulnerable by emergencies than by continuative investments.
So let politicians do their best but look at what they are thinking about the profits you earned before,
because this activity of monitoring can be useful for designing your future.
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Services

ACT – PUT ATTENTION TO YOUR WASTE!
One of the most important services that market management must provide concerns waste: it is a big
problem in many of the situations we analysed. In some case, market working in partnership with the
traders and waste/recycling experts introduced a waste minimisation/recycling system; in other cases, the
innovation might come from the energy plant provided for the compression of the solid waste, or the
system performed for the collecting of differentiated reconvening materials. Ordinarily, food discards are
about the 70% of the total waste, so around this fraction a lot of studies and solutions were produced and
can be survey aiming to the research of the most suitable for each case. An innovative system of waste
collection/storage/treatment has also good outcomes in overall budget: a considerable part of the shared
administrative costs are dedicated to waste management and, often, the internal (differentiated collection,
compression,...) and external services (final collection, coordinated according to timetables, vehicles,
frequency,...) are not satisfying. Also here, internal communication among operators was vital to make
considerable for traders&co the opportunity of a separation of waste or introducing a novelty in treatment
of rubbish. For instance, in the experiences we examined, introducing easy targets and principles eases
actors’ concerns and results were immediate, which encouraged, in their turn, stakeholders to do more.

ACT – CHOICE YOUR TIMETABLES!
The opening hours are a crucial aspect in order to guarantee a useful service to the community. That is the
result of a “contract” with the customers and for that reason, even if you might not be aware of that, when
you choose your times, you are not alone, because the whole community interacts (directly or indirectly)
and gives you a feedback about the decision. So, evaluating what are the best opening hours for your
market is more a “hearing” activity, constituted by listening to the moods of customers and opinions by
traders and stallers. You must try to match economic exigency due to the openness of the market building
with the sensitiveness to market’s profitability and visibility: the work is focused on asking how you would
gather consensus if your times changed. This is another aspect that you must organise as tailor-made and
no standards are useful to suggest you, although keeping advantages from other experiences, you may be
stroke by a case that fits you. For instance, being open at the lunch time is a good practice for many,
because it permits you to maximize revenues by officers and students which come and have a rest inside;
but not in every case, the effort of a extended openness is justified by the forecast of profitability (because
we are not in the centre, for example, and the market’s surroundings are not visited at that time of the
day).

ACT – WHAT ABOUT A POST OFFICE?!
We found cases in which customers have access to post office facilities by relocating one scheduled for
closure into a retail market hall. This was a joint benefit: an improvement of services offered by the market,
an opportunity not to close a post office and sometimes an alternative of having an empty stall inside the
market. A post office inside is a facility also for sellers and stallers which may now execute there personal
or work operations of payments or sendings. In Crystal Peaks Retail market this process of unifying market
with a postal service was made in a shopping centre, after a series of meetings in which the two parties
tried to match interests and duties (maintenance, staff, budgets, timetables,...): the long procedure was
awarded by a significant increase in footfall (about 10%). In another case, we found in a community trust
managed market a canteen which was identified as a potentiality for being introduced inside the market in
virtue of an expressed request by the community itself: certainly, the presence of services “other” and
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different from commerce and retail are not immediately managed by the market’s organisation, but, in
case of profitability of the investment, probably it could be worth taking into account the opportunity to
open the mind and the market’s doors to apparently distant attractions.

ACT - ENHANCE TOURISM ATTRACTION TOWARDS THE MARKETS!
Markets have proven to be an efficient pole for tourist attraction, especially when located close to the city
centre. Many experiences are available in Europe that should be taken into consideration in the
development of your markets. At the same time, you can take advantage also by the experiences of those
cities that are troubled by the problem of too much tourism, which sometimes affected the ordinary
dynamics of the market: we refer to the change of stallers due to the frequency of visitors that transformed
fresh food’s stalls into gadgets and souvenirs’ ones. Nevertheless, the enhanced dynamics of the
neighbourhood economy due to the increased footfall and higher sales due to the tourism is definitely a
relevant strategy of the markets renewal and development. So, the challenge is represented by a searched
equilibrium between the opportunity derived from being inserted in tourists’ paths and being assaulted by
visitors: this can implicate also a revision of the local rules of the market’s management according to the
attractive power of the market within the city-sightseeing.

ACT – BE A PROVIDER OF LOCAL JOBS!
Successful markets in literature are often those which played a valuable social and economic role. This
concerns offering consumers good fruit and vegetables but also other things: for example, offering new
business or more affordable ones in our current climate or providing local jobs, differentiated for typologies
and social needs. Sometimes markets’ organisation can offer easily jobs with flexible hours for people
working part-time: this is a social resource that can be exploited very well and contributes to elevate the
social dimension of the market in the town. This could be manage through a collaboration with third
parties, or fronted by the single operators or being lead by the personnel office internal to the market’s
administration or by who cares of recruitment and job services.

ACT - ONE MARKET LEADS TO ANOTHER!
As known, there is plenty of markets’ types and sometimes the presence of a type may generate positive
assumptions for another... The success of farmers’ and specialist markets, for instance, and, in a wider
sense, revitalised city markets provide models for greater local engagement with fresh, affordable food and
highlight an opportunity to modernise or develop new food markets. In other words, a novelty, although
related to a precise sector –the farmer markets-, could carry on a process which involves, step by step, the
requalification of the other characteristics of the market: for example, the insertion of a farmer market or
other services, inside and outside the market, might improve the quality of the rest of the sellers or the
location of a new remodelled building could encourage the old ones to re-modernise themselves.

LOOK – NOT ONLY TAKE-AWAY: CONSIDER THE COOKING OPTION!
Detailed studies identified the opportunity for a market, that was food based and convenience oriented, of
providing food to be consumed at the market, besides the possibility to be bought and to be taken home.
This could happen in a popular neighbourhood, where the market is a provider of a cheap refreshment or in
the middle of the very city centre, attractive for officers and managers who have the working sites there
and need a brief stop for lunch. The openness of this service may entail a lot of conditions and outcomes: in
a certain sense, they can be uncountable. Just for pinpointing some implications, for instance, the presence
of tables and a remarkable amount of people coming at the lunch hour means that it shall be provided the
location for consuming cooked food quietly; cooker and kitchen have to be settled down in safety with all
the required infrastructures and legislative permissions. On the other side, the option of refreshment could
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attract new customers that would have not come in the market otherwise: the added service, in this case,
configures itself as a real improvement of profitability if the location of the market within the quarter is
considered suitable. Moreover, the opportunity to take a rest and spend there a bit of citizens’ social life is
another aspect collaborating to the enhancement of the cultural and traditional value of the market’s site
in the historical urban centre and can stimulate the restaurants’ interest in buying a site inside the market
to amplify their offer.

LOOK – REMEMBER THAT WASTE IS A CRUCIAL ASPECT OF YOUR FUTURE!
Innovation in waste system is still possible! While waste management is in place in all markets, its efficiency
and possibilities are not optimized. Recycling activities in markets are definitely a challenge for all cities. For
improving your future, try to be always updated around what is current nowadays concerning this problem.
This is not only a will of being “innovative”, but it is clear that waste treatment will be one of the most
important issue in our society: so, also the market, could play a role in improving the system, participating
to partnership initiative but also, simply, for being responsible for their consumptions of energy (due to the
compression of waste), for example, searching the most suitable technology to make the operation in a
safe, sustainable and profitable manner. Most targets proposed by EU for the incoming calls for projects
are centred on waste, so a far-seeing activity by the market administration may be starting thinking about
how intercept these funds, in virtue of the designs/ideas/partnerships it might be able to think of.

LOOK – BECOME A GATHERER OF THE COMMUNITY!
Sometimes it happens that in a quarter public open spaces are lacking: so, the need of location where
playing social life are “recruited” somewhere else. The market can have inside unused square meters that
can be better exploited allowing there a mix of uses, for instance for the meeting of neighbourhood’s
associations or for public consultation (i.e. regulatory masterplan’s dissemination) or for specific needs by
the community. This can increase the social acknowledgement of the market by the quarter’s opinion and,
if the use will not considered as free but it will be paid, is a way to gain some revenues by conceding the
space within hours that permits this activity not to enter in conflict with ordinary utilisation.

LOOK – THINK ABOUT RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR YOUR MARKETS!
This is a field under study and implementation in several markets all over Europe. Different approaches are
in place or under development and a deeper understanding of their benefits and financing alternatives
should be integrated in the business model of the new markets or sorted as a content of the remodelling’s
innovations. Surely, not in every case it is worth doing investments in this sector (it depends on the
location, the architectonic constraints, the availability of the renewable resource,…), but we would like to
suggest taking into account the opportunity of thinking about that for many reasons: the increasing in
efficiency and in economic saving due to the more innovative solutions and the availability of the
renewable resource which does not need complex supply process; the promotion impact that the “green”
choice has or could have in the community and the possibility to exploit this improvement from the
marketing point of view; the contribution to the achievement of the general goal of struggle against
pollution that your city certainly is going to pursue, …just to cite a few.

LOOK - INCREASE MARKET’S COMPETITIVENESS VS. HYPER AND SUPERMARKETS!
Super and Hypermarkets are the main competitors of the market. They offer a high range of products,
including fresh food, jointly with a competitive price. This is reducing the market’s market share. Several
strategies aimed to reduce the impact of the chains of retail food distribution are in place all over Europe
such as market/local products’ branding or even introducing supermarkets inside the market making them
to be a new footfall generator for the market and therefore making them part of the solution and not of
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the problem. However, these solutions are not feasible in some of the cities or would need an important
change on regulations in others. It’s important to face how to deal with this important challenge to secure
the market’s competitiveness.

LOOK – WHAT ABOUT EVENING OPENNESS?
Starting from a multiplicity of factors, such as the flexibility in opening hours and the invention of events for
promoting the market, we can take into account also the opportunity of converting the market in a social
place where some evening events may be on. It is certainly an occasion that you must monitor with the
passing of the years and evaluate the feedbacks you received regarding the increasing social role of the
market. For example in Porta Palazzo in Turin, they organised a movie’s survey: this market’s use involves
times of openness of the building, but also cultural concerns.

LOOK – THE FUTURE IN THE HOME DELIVERY!
Some current data examine the relevance of goods’ home delivery: in the purchasing attitudes, the turn to
the service of delivering products at home is increasing everywhere. To cite a few reasons of its growth, we
can affirm is due to the difficulty of circulating in the city, because of the comfortable service it guarantees
and in virtue of the fact that it allows a time-saving that nowadays is considered as a crucial aspect in lifestyle,... Lots of the Christmas purchases were made by internet this year, so we can learn from it that if the
market wants to be “up to date”, probably it has to consider also this way to attract people and gravitate
them through telematics, internet and computer science instruments. Delivery of products in any case can
be provided also without these devices, but in occurrence of the service, the association with the presence
in a website and the possibility of making orders by internet can be assessed in order to maximize the
revenues, compared to the efforts, and pursue a feasibility for getting the service convenient. The delivery
system is a crucial point in competitiveness versus super and hypermarkets: it has showed also good
outcomes in making and keeping a client as a faithful customer.
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Management

SAVE – PRESERVE YOUR FEASTS!
Purchasing habits are often influenced by the recurrences we have during the year-time. Everybody know
how the buying/selling activities can change in occurrence of an event that involved the local or the
national community (religious, traditional, seasonal,...). So, it seems to be a good occasion for the
profitability of the market’s incomes and also for the promotion of the social values, organizing and
providing managerial solutions for putting into action special opportunities for who goes to the market in
these occasions: exhibitions, events, special prices or other are quite simple initiatives that make the
market inside a social/traditional/communitarian context, recovering the role it had in the past centuries.

SAVE – INTEGRATE WITH YOUR RETAILING COMMUNITY!
Integration with surrounding retail offer and community is crucial as far as the presence of existent shops is
concerned. The market offer has to be understood in relation with the surrounding’s retailing one. Is the
market competing with or complementing that retail offer? What differentiates the market offer from the
other shops, so that it can attract and retain its own customer base? Equally, the market offer has to be
aligned to its demographic base. Understanding retail customer profiles, assessing patterns and values and
identifying the types of commodities and services that different customers’ types prefer is essential.

ACT – CATCH UP WITH THE PROJECTS’ FINANCING
Sometimes, the problem of lack of finance seems to block the creativity and the ideas also around markets
and their world. But, in this situation, we are in front of a double-choice: or we do not have other
possibilities and so the only thing is starting to complain, or we can open ourselves to the question “But will
be there an opportunity to make that in another way?”. At this point, we can try to identify all the
occasions that looms on the horizon: one of those are the EU projects (or Mediterranean ones) and in
general the calls for projects, financed totally or partially, with or without co-financing requested by
partners. The suggested tip is to turn own attention to the opportunity due to subsidized finance, that, at
least temporarily, can facilitate your programmatic view for the future, although your local economic
conditions are not properly set up. This activity of recovering of funds might also become an ordinary duty
for the administrative office of the market management.

ACT – CONSIDER THE OPPORTUNITY OF A FINANCIAL SHARING!
Most cases show us the opportunity to turn into financial sharing’s solutions for different reasons: first of
all for the involvement of a or more categories of operators. In some cases, are the local market traders or
a market traders’ association the partners that, by means of this initiative, can gain a more strategic role in
the managing of the market itself. The second reason, is, obviously, the opportunity of sharing the financial
subsistence of the market and this choice could represent sometimes an alternative to the closure of the
site. The initiative can involve the private sector partner investing capital into the markets as part of the
agreement, so enabling investments without calling on the authorities limited capital resources. But every
situation might be different in compliance with the legislative framework, according to the role played by
diverse operators and categories, to the financial situation of the parties, to the regulatory power of the
administrative party and so on: so, the best action is to identify if, in your case, after collecting all the
factors engaged in the context, a financial sharing could seem to be appropriate or not and which is the
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partnership to build up that with. For example, this option may have limited appeal for retail markets, given
that the traders’ businesses may not generate the level of capital borrowing required and the commitment
of the traders may also be limited. However, traders’ investment in wholesale markets is more viable and
has already been tested on some markets.

ACT – CHOOSE YOUR PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP MODEL!
As already said, different conditions need to be taken into account seriously for being able to offer the
proper solution, that can be useful only if tailor-made. This is the case of the public/private partnership
models, which have been heavily experimented during these last few decades. The suggestion here given is
not to choice a selected road but to explore the different possibilities and match them with your local
conditions and constraints, legislative or social. The model you choose will be the outcome of your manner
to intend market and to interpret the role of the markets and their operators in your society, in compliance
with the laws that the legislator gave you. There are currently three common forms of market management
– local authority run markets, privately operated markets, and markets run in some forms of partnership
such as a joint venture. There are also a number of models, which are not currently common, but can be
interesting for the future. These are trader-operated markets, social enterprise operated markets, markets
run by an arms-length company, and sharing management between a number of local authorities. There
are potential benefits to each of these models, but it is down to individual markets to determine the most
appropriate vehicle for delivering successful and sustainable markets. So, the only requirement is your
ability to “read” your current situation an survey the different typologies of partnership’s models we have
worldwide: nothing avoids you to invent another way to compose your needs and to increase the number
of the forms which markets’ managers can turn to, also considering the local and international constraints
you have in providing and supplying products.

ACT – WORKING GROUP: JOIN A TABLE!
Competencies involved in the markets’ management are very often split into different departments or, if
you have an unique structure responsible for them, for doing well your job you need to compare decisions
and confront opinions with others entities. So, starting from an event, a case, an occurrence,...you can
activate a joint “table” with other actors or colleagues in order to better deepen complex problems that
regard markets directly but also with competencies which are indirectly involved. This structure could
become permanent in case of the remodelling of a market or also in the regular running.

ACT – ACT IN THE “GREEN” COMMUNITY!
The attention paid to the “green” concerns may be considered as an opportunity of marketing image as
well as a managerial point aimed to make possible some activities at/in/on the market finalized to the
sustainability’s improvement. Climate change, energy and natural resources protection are all
environmental issues that have a bearing with the urban market’s world, because the market has elevated
energy consumptions and sometimes can carry also logistic and congestion problems. So, be systematically
engaged or committed in environmental policies is strategic for the market and its management sector
must pay attention to that. The commitment allows also the participation to initiatives conducted in
partnership, because the social role of the market, for its nature, carries it to put in common resources and
objectives with the whole community.

ACT – TAKE THE OCCASION OF A SEASONAL/FEAST RECURRENCE!
During the year, there are many recurrences, feasts, anniversaries that are important for market customers
and that also determine partially their habits and purchases. For the market management could be
interesting exploiting the recurrence to organize special events, exhibitions, dedicated limited offers etc.
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For instance, a special Christmas Market might be arranged in a dedicated location using local traders with
seasonal goods on the run up to Christmas, displaying market’s products but also hosting exhibitions by
others as part of the shops’ local campaign in the town. This is a sort of recovery of the ancient role
markets had in the spreading out of the commercial/agricultural/social values by the local community, so it
represents also a preservation of the past.

ACT - BE PRESENT IN YOUR “HEALTHY COMMUNITY”!
The appearance of the market in new initiatives have been done to develop issues around the healthy
eating agenda are interesting for starting to think of the market as a partner in similar initiatives (with
schools, catering services, public healthy structures, hospitals, doctors’ associations categories,...). Market
is a direct vehicle for promoting healthy food and healthy habits, so it could be present in itself as a
stakeholder in the articulated archipelago of the “healthy community”. This concern regards the
management system because is directly related to the role that the market conceived for itself and so,
involves the administrative level of it, able to build up official relationships with the right competencies.

LOOK - INTEGRATE MARKETS INTO TOWN CENTRE MANAGEMENT!
In other words, using a market regeneration and partnership’s approach to revitalise town centre. After a
visible decline phase, your market could be helped by a series of consultations carried out with traders,
retailers and the public to ascertain views and a direction for its improvement: representatives of the
categories’ associations are expected to be proactive in the process. This suggestion comes from the
acknowledgement that often administrators do not realize the importance the market has for the
improvement of the retail offer in the town, so as maintaining footfall figures substantially up on market
days, with evident outcomes for the tourism, too. The awareness of that could drive even to partnership’s
forms that can be thought to put together the whole town’s interests with the development (promotion,
profitability, image,..) of the single market.

LOOK - MAKE YOUR MARKET A SAFEKEEPER!
Some best practices we found highlight the exigency of keeping public safety inside the market and in its
surroundings. For example, the Nuneaton market (UK) is involved with the town’s Retail Crime Initiative
which attained the Safer Business Award for the town, because, in the willing of integrating markets into
the town centre management, also the market played a role in participating to the achievement of the
public goal. The lesson learned from that could deal with the importance of safety as a concern we may
front for permitting people to reach the place safely and buy/sell products in a quiet context, but also to
contribute to a safer atmosphere in the location where it is positioned. In this sense, market is figured as a
public “actor” which is involved in urban safety’s initiatives that can be implemented in the neighbourhood;
starting from the exigency of the market to be often controlled by police’s forces for its intrinsic nature, this
control could be “shared” with the quarter, opening perspectives of cooperation and “tailored” services
required by the market and their surroundings that also specific guard forces (public or private) can
provide. Joint initiatives around urban safety could be so set out on, showing how the presence of the
market might be useful for the achievement of the public safety policies’ implementation.

LOOK – MEASURE YOUR PERFORMANCES!
In some cases, after a remodelling process, the success of the renovation of the market (which is far from
being complete) has been measured in several ways. These include footfall figures, market occupancy,
public and business opinion and so on. What we would like to suggest is the necessity of basing a process of
constant and systematic monitoring of the market performances, in those characteristics that everyone is
able to identify as crucial for its own development. This is an initiative which potentially can foresee
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important efforts in terms of dedicated times, budgets for the services can be implemented and consulting
figures to be recruited for; but the relevance of the act will show its efficacy through the passing of the
years. This permits to know in depth the market’s phenomena and, consequently, a better and more
informed political action thanks to the collected data during the monitoring process, that, with the time,
will be able to be more responsible and attentive.

LOOK - PROVIDE A DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS MODEL!
From literature we assume that a business model should comprehend: the policy reasons for investment,
the evidence of demand, the costs, the financial model/options, the operational model/options, the
evidence of long-term sustainability and the risks. Indifferently if you are a single market, a consortium or
an association, you need, generally: a marketing policy, an outline of objectives at short, medium and long
period clarified and declared, parameters of survey and control of results and a communication plan
addressed to reveal the work done and the targets achieved. The proposal here is that in the composition
of the business model, public authority and private stakeholders can be acknowledged as co-participators,
even if according to their different role, contributing to the generation of the whole framework the market
is expected to develop within. Evidently, involved actors can turn to economists and experts for the
drawing up of the model, together with lawyers and field’s operators, under the guide of the management
coordinators.

LOOK – INVEST IN PROJECTS’ FUNDRAISING
Especially in period of economic resources’ lack, turning to the recovery of subsidized occasions could be a
way of fronting slump and recession phase. Firms, enterprises, local entities, agencies, ONGs, or whichever
organisms try today to obtain financings participating in calls for projects (in a particular geographic
context; national, European, Mediterranean,... or in virtue of the belonging to a specific sector: research,
crafts, agriculture,...) by means of a competition among proponents, launched periodically. The beneficiary
of the funds, after winning the competition, may be financed totally or partially (according to the rules of
the project call) in order to achieve a target related to the general improvement of the market. The ability
is to structure your competencies for being attentive to the right opportunities you have, to the possibility
of risk and the capacity of co-financing the project, showing your internal investment addressed to the
general aim you won for. Lots of calls are forthcoming by European Union on the Horizon 2020 Strategy. In
particular, regarding markets, the main “challenges” we can be interested in are: social inclusion and safe
and secure supply of food, but, at the same time, also transport or energy or health can be sectors
transversal to the objective of urban markets’ improvement. Also at the local level, there can be a certain
availability of grants on financings’ axis related to local enterprises, regional development or public health
that can be associated with markets’ initiatives. Many organisms usually invest in fundraising thanks to
dedicated office or structure which are in charge of the selection of opportunities apt to the organism, of
the drawing up of the contents of the projects (eventually helped by outsourcing competencies) and of the
financial flow management in case of victory. According to the administrative form that the market
provided for its functioning, the suggestion is to try to put the attention, internally, to the subsidized
projects in a structured, systematic way in order to maximize the results or to set up the conditions to
externalize the activity.

LOOK – WORKING GROUP:MAKE THE TABLE “STABLE”!
Interdepartmental working groups, joint tables, etc. born for ensuring the success of an initiative are very
common in the best practices we found. Here, we attempt to suggest you to make it permanent, because
also apparently less meaningful activities, actually, could be more improved or take advantage from a
cooperation or a joint inter-sectional intervention. In this case, starting from an already happened
occurrence, the responsible for the markets might simply assemble again the working group after the end
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of the initiative with another matters of topical interest, previously heard the components and having
obtained their collaboration and availability.

LOOK – BE PRUDENTIAL WITH LOANS!
Local authorities with profitable but “old” or “sleeping” markets can consider prudential borrowing as a
means to revitalise and improve them. But this form of funding is expected to be based on the certainty to
repay that loan with the profits of the future market’s activities. In other words, the suggestion is to turn to
loan only when you are in certain conditions, with a valuable business model at your support. This is an
operation very delicate and could require an attention paid along the time: previously, a period of
observation of the real conditions suitable to do the initiative and, after, a constant monitoring of the
finance-cash flows.

LOOK – INVEST IN RESEARCH!
Experts in planning (but not only) are convinced that retail is the hidden sector in urban planning: this can
be reckoned as a lack –and actually it is- but we can say also that we have a huge amount of work to be
done in front of us... We have cited some examples of surveys, but no researches has been carried out on
the indirect employment impact of markets (transport, stall manufacture, utilities, legal and accountancy,
cleaning and waste disposal etc.). Equally, the economic ‘multiplier effect’ of local markets within local
communities has not been studied. There is a clear need to continue research projects to better
understand the sector and to measure its performance at a national as well as local level, in order also to
prioritize the investment in the field, understanding the performance of wholesale and retail markets and
their contribution in delivering sustainable communities.
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Promotion & Communication

SAVE – LINK WITH YOUR TRADITIONAL FOOD FESTIVALS!
If you have the luck of having fairs and food festival in your city or in your next countryside, why don’t you
put the market in connection with them? It could be a good chance to make the market visible during the
feast and, on the other side, to offer your advertisement system to the fair. Products by your producers and
traders could be used by the kitchen of the feast and be promoted there, as a good chance of sale and of
visibility for them. At the same time, days before, the fair may be advertised in the markets, reaching all the
clients coming in. This could a joint action that can have some perspectives also for the farmers’ markets, if
we are in the case of a very typical fair with only certified quality products.

ACT - MEASURE YOUR CUSTOMERS’ FOOTFALL!
The majority of retail market managers’s do not currently measure customer footfall. A small number of
retail markets (typically large, urban, indoor markets), have sophisticated footfall, resultant from measuring
equipment in place and having gathered data for a number of years. Others measure a performance
‘snapshot’, typically annually. It is useful to measure footfall for many reasons: the results can help you to
identify overall reducing/increasing of customers, best/worst hours of selling, links between transport
services and entrances, disparities within weekly and monthly periods,... With a better knowledge, you can
foresee innovative actions to be set up and think about corrective initiatives.

ACT – SCHOOL AT THE MARKET!
Many are the best practices which promote the involvement and the visiting of schools at the market.
Actually, it deals with the participation of the “school’s community” (that is composed by students, of
course, but also by teachers, parents, brothers and sisters, grandparents and so on, who are all potential
customers!) to the life of the market. This implies the organisation of didactic events in the markets, with
the visit of students inside the building or a series of activities made in collaboration that can make the
market more visible and attractive towards people. On the other side, schools are very interested in
markets because they are synonyms of nutrition education, respect of traditional cookery, knowledge of
the territorial values, etc. Some initiatives can be structured as a sort of school laboratory detached in the
market, where pupils are invited to learn by doing about recipes, nutrition facts, food properties, origins of
the products and so on. It may so contribute to the achievement of some goals of the school, what is to say
promoting traditional value in feeding’s habits, scientific contents about chemistry of food, correct
behaviours for an “aware” buying considering the properties of the goods and so being defender of a right
nutritional mix, etc. This can generate a general feeling regarding market that can enhance its role more
than an advertisement campaign, because it has found its key in the involvement of citizens for social and
educational objectives without suspicious scopes of earnings.

ACT – SHARE BEST PRACTICES!
Successful markets have a number of features (critical and success factors) in common. You can find
different approaches seeking among your markets (if many), by knowing the actions lead by buddy or
twinning cities, or acting in the project’s partnership: this experience helps you defining the pros and cons
of every systems and finding the way how the pros can be enhanced and the cons minimized in your case.
These collection of best practices should be developed as a tool for all markets to help them identify where
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change is required to improve the market. Creating a more standardised approach to the way markets will
be able to compare their performance with others means that more accurate data can be gathered and
analysed at the suitable level for understanding and planning.

ACT - MAKE YOUR MARKET “DIFFERENT”!
When a market is interested by a restyling or a remodelling phase, you can exploit the period of closure to
profit from it for making understandable to people that we are dealing with a new market, thought as
different than before. So, that could contribute to generate a new concept of the renewed market in the
people’s mentality, satisfying together the expectation by the old customers letting the attractive power
towards new ones. Events, advertisements campaigns, posters and so on, would be engaged in the
preparation of the new open.

ACT - MAKE YOUR MARKET A CULTURAL OFFER!
The insertion of the market place as a cultural site of your city provides an opportunity for the reestablishing of it as a key part of the town’s cultural offer. Pooling publicity budgets can significantly raises
the profile of the market, both with visitors and local residents. The market could prepare tourism and
visitor materials, with suggested itineraries including the visit to the market. It could be promoted as a part
of the cultural heritage or as a picture of the indigenous city-style, eventually joining also cultural events for
enhancing a “different” frequentation: this may attract uncommon visitors and make the market gain a
category of customers it does not attract otherwise.

ACT - TAKE CARE OF THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION!
Numerous new ideas and equipment were introduced as the regeneration of the market took place.
Sometimes, also the operators need to be properly informed of the new introductions in infrastructures,
management, services or procedures. So, there is a big work by the body in charge of the market (local
administrations as well as consortium) to be done for the involvement of the internal stakeholders to make
them aware and able to use the new devices or to follow new process that will be starting. Information and
communication among the markets’ actors represent a crucial part of the renewal process, so, promotion
and exchange of ideas and thoughts are important for the internal operators and operations, too, because
they allowed stakeholders to participate to the whole objective of the renewal in itself. This step of
awareness of the market management’s need might carry also to make the exchange of information
systematically provided and implementable for the future.

ACT - DEVELOP SHARED SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION!
Integration of stallers (through their associations) and other stakeholders on the decisions about
establishing a common marketing strategy and not only on the final actions is a must to assure the
message’s consistency throughout the whole market system. Therefore, a common agreement on
segmentation, positioning, main benefits and rationales behind them is needed to guarantee a successful
marketing and communication process about the markets.

ACT – BE PRESENT IN THE “GREEN” COMMUNITY!
As known, climate change, energy and natural resources protection are all environmental issues that have a
bearing with the urban market’s world; there could be many other reasons of the participation of a market
into environmental initiatives but it can be enough saying that, mainly, it is related, in a wider sense, to the
sustainable consumption and production of goods which are sold and bought in it. The attention paid to the
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“green” aspects may be taken into account as a possibility of image and, consequently, as a managerial
commitment in organizing some activities of the market aimed to the sustainability improvement. From the
communicational point of view, the “green” awareness by citizens let them attentive towards sustainable
goals that the market is committed to achieve: from the energy consumptions’ point of view the market
can do much in terms of reducing, benefitting also the atmospheric pollution, as well as for the waste
collecting, ...all ecological actions people can be informed about as a turning point of the characterization
of the market’s image. In Darlington (UK), they organize also a competition entitled “How green is your
market?”.

LOOK - TAKE CARE OF THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION!
During a market’s remodelling phase, internal communication instruments are engaged to let everyone
known about the novelties required by the process. After the renewal process, these internal instruments
among operators are as well useful to make people aware of the new possibilities (infrastructures, devices,
services,...). In other words, internal information tools which were needed during the transformation can
be tested for the following course, too: pamphlets, newsletters, meetings, internal events,... are easy
instruments to keep links, to raise awareness and to build up consensus around shared initiatives among
internal operators. Also this side of the communication’s field has to be taken into account for a wider
participation of the stakeholders in the management system and in the daily life of the market and you can
reason about them starting by now, thinking a way of making this action systematically implemented and
monitored.

LOOK – DO NOT FORGET CREATIVE PEOPLE!
“The creative industries are those industries that are based on individual creativity, skill and talent. They
are also those that have the potential to create wealth and jobs through developing intellectual property.
The creative industries include: advertising, architecture, art and antiques, markets and exhibitions,
computer and video games, crafts, design and so on...”. This is what is reported in “Market21” (the Policy
and Research Review on English Markets) regarding employment and business opportunities that can be
generated by the presence of a market. Creative people are a resource for the retail and wholesale
markets' world, because their creativity may spark unexpected occasions and trigger ideas and thoughts to
be implemented at the short and long term. In this sense, investing in creative people is a “must” for a
market that would like to think in an innovative way its future, but also its present. Be located in a trendy
“aura” is one of the most important point for permitting the survival of an interest by customers and so to
guarantee the forthcoming business.

LOOK – EVALUATE TV AND RADIO ADVERTISEMENT’ CAMPAIGN!
In the Warrington Retail Market, during 2008, a series of low cost promotional events on the market were
arranged forecourt to test public response. They became very popular with customers and regular traders.
During 2009, they developed these events into major promotions spreading across the town centre and
advertised on a local Television. They did not increase the size of their existing advertising budget but
merely reviewed the way it was spent to maximise impact. As already said, not in every case, it could be
useful to invest in TV or radio advertising campaigns, but taking into account the opportunity can help
yourself to be aware of the characteristics of your markets and so its needs, also from the broadcast’s point
of view.

LOOK - BOOST AND COMMUNICATE THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE MARKETS!
Markets have a very deep impact on the social fabric of the town. Markets adapt the offer of products and
their processes to the needs of their clients, create jobs and provide business opportunities to their
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neighbors and other stakeholders, and definitely are a place for people to gather and interact. Often,
communication campaign are too centered on products and prices, but at the long term, the benefit of
advertisement will get smaller and smaller if it does not comprehend more general social information and
bigger targets of potential customers. Communicating the contribution of the market to the societal
challenges while finding the way to further boost them is a key aspect to understand which is the right
support administrators could give in order to improve the markets.

LOOK – INVEST IN SMART COMMUNICATION!
Exploiting the new communication channels is a must for you. Applications “Apps” and familiarity with
smartphones’ are a matter of knowledge for new markets’ marketing managers and also the presence in
the net would be a point of competitiveness for you in comparison with the ordinary shops. Your
accessibility by innovative instruments is crucial for intercepting new categories of customers, mainly young
people or the so-called “smart generations”, but also for improving the services already functioning and for
enlarging the offer of them even for old customers. In general, be “up-to date” with technologies makes
you “existent” in the net and so potentially accessible by everybody: it is useful also for the home delivery
system that can be organised by remote or having a website allows you to upload contents requested by
your customers and so being even next to them (information about opening hours and feasts, special
prices, recipes, ...). Several best practices are concerned with newsletters sent by markets to habitual
customers or visitors, containing tips, news, warnings, with also good graphical qualities. The availability of
wi-fi zones inside the markets is another way to put in place your smart attitude and offer the customers an
innovative service, pleasant to whom are used to require this sort of facilities.
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Farmers markets and
enhancing of local products

SAVE – FACE CURRENT SUPPLY CHALLENGES WITH OLD FARMER’S MARKETS!
Farmer’s market is a complementary tool to join rural and urban worlds, repurposing the ancient link
between the two in a modern key. However, this kind of approach aiming to save some dynamics of the
past face some challenges such as continuous supply, for those who has not the dimension to attract
enough footfall or competition from the traders in ordinary markets. So, the promotion and regulation of
these markets could be convenient also for solving even those challenges, or at least to propose some
solutions or alternatives to them.

ACT - NOT ONLY A FARMER MARKET!
As we already know, the success of farmers’ and specialist markets, for instance, and, in a wider sense,
revitalised city markets provide models for greater local engagement with the supply of fresh, affordable
food and highlight an opportunity to modernise and develop new food markets. In other words, a novelty,
although related to a precise sector –the farmer markets-, could carry on a process which involves, step by
step, the requalification of the other characteristics of the market: for example, the insertion of a farmer
market or other services, inside and outside the market, might improve the quality of the rest of the sellers
or the location of a new remodelled building could encourage the old ones to re-modernise themselves.

ACT - DEVELOP “GREEN” AND LOCAL BRANDS!
Local brands are a reality and a good marketing strategy used in some cities nowadays. Its creation, usage
and promotion jointly with other activities of the markets, is an interesting opportunity to explore during
the re-thinking of a market (existent, in case of remodeling or for a new one). Evidently, it regards above all
the typicality feature of a farmers’ markets but it could exploited also in a ordinary one, purposing a brand
which identifies restricted categories of quality products.

LOOK - ENHANCE THE RURAL – URBAN COOPERATION!
Markets are a bridge between the rural and the urban worlds. Producers find in markets the way to the
final consumer and many of them even sell their products directly to the consumers through the markets.
Policies for a sustainable territory, reduction of CO2 emissions, promotion of local and Km0 products or the
increase of rural areas’ attractiveness are some of the benefits deriving from this cooperation, although all
cities need to take actions to improve, communicate and further develop this relationship. Even if there are
some meaningful experiences in farmers’ markets, nevertheless in some aspects the field is open to new
discoveries, especially as far as legislative implications are concerned.
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4. Declination of the guidelines at the local level

We insist on another characteristic of our work: the tailor-making of the approach to guidelines.
Because the “entrance” information are partially due to the collection of the best practises of the
previous project’s phase (gathered from the partnership’s experience), also the “exit” outputs
should be tailored and suitable to their specific conditions. For this main mind, we purposed a
double-step approach, where “invariant” elements are associated to “variant” ones; the former is
shared among the partners, as representatives of the Mediterranean world, in order to reach a
common basis of knowledge. The latter is customized by each partner, as we suggested with the
expression “guidelines prét-à-porter”, underlining the operative and tailor-made nature of the
work. Partners were expected to acknowledge the general guidelines and then try to interpret
them in the light of the their own characteristics, selecting what is for them suitable and
applicable and, after translating the general suggestion to a more detailed one, not necessarily
shareable with other partners, but typical of the context of a certain place/actor/process.
The exposition of the “guidelines prét-à-porter” dealt with declination at the local level of the
guidelines we have written with a general meaning. Drawing up of a Local Action Plan-LAP, each
partner selected which fields of action it intends to improve.
What were the main expectations on “local” guidelines according to the above-cited
methodological approach?
We saw that each topic were here written in a generic sense, without going down to a specific
contest where that action can be carried on. So, starting from the general guidelines, each partner
considered some of them and try to decline them into its own local situation, according to the
topics of interest that it chose for the development of its own Local Action Plan, selecting which
are useful and ready to be implemented and which are not. Partners chose, within the list, some
of them in order to underline a few of points that are crucial for their development and that they
will be engaged in within a certain period.
This in order to take into account the richness of what is currently happening in the daily–life of
the Mediterranean markets.
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Scanning the LAPs: remarkable aspects

The analysis of all the LAPs made by partners starts first of all with a good remark: the
acknowledgement by markets of the need of a new orientation in their strategies, apt to improve
their performances and profits, which the guidelines turned out for.

Partnership showed to be coherent and lively in the process: this has been lead from the selection
of best practices at first, secondly by the drawing up of the guidelines and then ended up with the
Local Action Plans, written in compliance of them, as a test of the process in itself.
Evidently, LAPs are very different from each other and it is right it was so! From the general
guidelines as a base step, every situation (geographical, legislative, economic, social...) expresses
all its peculiarities which can be levered up.
Let’s try to underline some notable aspects in common.
The main expectation partnership points out participating to Marakanda is the demand of a
strategy for putting together sector actions, that maybe are already existent and lasting, but which
need a consistent platform to be built up seriously. It is no accident that a lot of partners selected
from the list the guidelines referring the composition of a performing strategy, especially related
to communication and marketing issues. The recommendation of not only acting but acting in a
coherent framework, with precise objectives and in an unique direction, is felt as fundamental for
exploiting potentialities and not wasting energies and efforts. At the same time, in a very strict
connection with what was said before, markets representatives reckon that the sharing of best
practices is one of the most important way to go out from uncertainty and mental closure. This is
also a good confirmation for the project as a whole, because the experiences’ sharing is an
element that cannot be ignored in a Cross boarder Mediterranean exchange.
Generally speaking, the interest gathered around the “Promotion and communication” actions:
guidelines derived from this section are present almost in every LAPs, witnessing that the markets
consider them as turning points for their social and economic position within the city. If there is a
similarity around communication strategy, transversal among partners, there are also very precise
choices by some of them that permit to individuate very well the nature of their need and the
targets they would like to score, which are often very different from each other. It is the case of
Souk el Tayeb or Xanthi, that have very typical features and so selected fit guidelines, e.g. those
referred to farmers markets and the relationship with the rural world and its traditions. In
parallel, Florence was the only one that underlined the relevance of the insertion of the markets in
smart initiatives as a its own specific city goal, connected to the overall aims of the Municipality.
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Reflecting about the tools, it seems to be very meaningful the choice of diverse instruments by
partners in order to carry on their own identity. For instance, Genoa selected guidelines related to
business plans, Souk el Tayeb pinpointed the importance of individuating the right public/private
partnership model as well as Egypt thought the investment in research was a distinctive tool for
upgrading its markets’ status and their production chain.
As a conclusion, from this activity made by Marakanda partners comes out a lively picture of the
Mediterranean markets of the future: these are painted as catalysts of change, gatherers of
social initiatives and able to purpose a various cultural offer and to develop updated strategies.
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